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RE. REZONING & DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION FOR 668 DOHERTY
FEB 08 2022

668 DOHERTY RESIDENCES
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INTRODUCTION
The applicant is proposing to convert their existing property at 668 Doherty from a 2 level building with
commercial main floor/ residential apartment up, to a 3 level apartment building. The applicant wishes
to build 15 smaller (including 2 Micro units) apartments, intended to alleviate demand by Quesnels
lower income/ aging population for suitable affordable housing. The project is positioned in an ideal
location in Quesnel with walking distance proximity to all amenities. The project has been designed
under various criteria, including BC Building Code 2018, BCBC Accessible/adaptive housing standards,
City of Vancouver MicroHousing guidelines, and affordable housing development incentives.
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SITE
Site is at 668 Doherty, and on the fringe between current OCP commercial areas and extensive
residential zone areas (see map above). Given proximity to residential areas, the rezoning does not pose
significant threat or imposition to commercial growth in the immediate areas, and offers new housing to
the existing inventory in shortage. The expected target market will include low income demographic
seeking transitional housing, lower income seniors, and lower income single parent families. The
proposed project offers walking distance proximity to stores, restaurants and coffee shops, hair salons,
walking trails, parks, and schools, and additionally, falls directly on a bus stop. Downtown Quesnel is
accessible via bus or walking, offering ease to those with medical appointments, shopping, or job
opportunities.
DESIGN
Building has been designed to accommodate as many dwelling units as possible, while still maintaining
compliance with BCBC2018 minimum dwelling area requirements (>320Sqft), with the exception of 2
units which fall into a “micro Housing” designation as described in City of Vancouver's Micro Dwellings
Policies and Guidelines (320sqft to 250sqft). While developed by another municipality, these guidelines
may hold credence and precedence when considering urgently needed housing solutions in Quesnel.
Other provisions, such as barrier free covered entry, fully accessible (main floor) hallways and units,
covered bicycle storage, and residents patio have been included as well to supplement well being and
support a quality of life.
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Dwelling units with their square footages are shown below – note ALL units on main floor are fully
Accessible, and other units are adaptive for future use should an elevator be added to building; Units
feature thoughtful layouts, functional kitchens, and window egress; Some feature bedrooms, others are
of a “bachelor” style with living area open to bedroom areas; Overall layout has been designed for
singles, couples, or small single parent families for a mixed demographic community feel. While small,
these units offer closets both at entries (in most cases) and in bedroom areas.

As noted earlier, the main floor plan offers 5 fully accessible dwelling units, which it shares with
a common coin-op laundry and the main entry foyer/mailbox area.
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The presence of a large existing structural beam, and the landing on the existing staircase,
informed much of the 2nd floor layout. Two 2-bedroom apartments and two semi-bachelor
style apartments make up this level.
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Third level plan features 5 small (1 micro) units for able bodied singles/couples, and a large two
bedroom apartment. Deck area to rear is common and leads to the residents patio below.
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It is worth noting that the function and design intent of these units is to provide a solution for those
having difficulty affording or finding appropriate housing. Other municipalities (ie. City of Vancouver)
are dealing with similar (if not worse per capita) housing shortages, and are looking to innovative
solutions that are suitable and easily achieved. This solution has already been proven in communities
from Quesnel to Vancouver in the form of an existing building conversion. Conversions offer ease and
timeliness of construction, re-use of existing materials and labor (vs. tear down/ build new) especially in
the case where buildings aren't occupied or in high use.
This project takes an existing building that with minimal construction and some creative planning, offers
15 affordable residential units which while small, for those in need are quite suitable if not much better
then any available alternatives. Furthermore, this building offers an opportunity to look into creative
solutions to housing shortages, whether it is for low-income seniors, low-income/ transitional, or simply
affordable, in an ideal location and a relatively easy conversion.
It is encouraged that members of council look thru the preliminary plans which are with the City of
Quesnel and read the attached links below to gain a greater awareness of the responses and guidelines
(acceptable/creative solutions ) to housing needs that other communities are undertaking. References
are shown below.

Guidelines: Micro Dwelling Policies And Guidelines (vancouver.ca)
Report_2_Bringing_the_Neighbourhood_into_Infill.pdf (mailchimp.com)
NHS Research Insight - Micro-housing Barriers, Issues, and Opportunities to Promote
Housing Affordability in Toronto and Other Canadian Cities (cmhc-schl.gc.ca)

Building Accessiblity Handbook 2020 (BC Building code 2018)

